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CHEMICALS
DE LIME
DESCRIPTION
DE LIME is an acid-type film and scale remover. It combines wetting and penetrating agents for
safe and effective removal of lime film caused by hard water or baked-on food residues. It is
effective on all types of metal surfaces as well as china, plastics, and glass. Caution, DE LIME may
etch aluminum surfaces. DE LIME is recommended for use in restaurants, dairies, and other food
processing plants.

DIRECTIONS
In restaurants, DE LIME is recommended for de-liming and de-scaling dishmachines, steam tables,
coffee urns, cooking utensils, glassware and other surfaces subject to lime-filming. In dairies, DE
LIME is recommended for removing milkstone from heaters, pasteurizers, hotwells, vacuum pans,
and other hot milk equipment. It is also recommended for de-liming can washers and other washing
equipment in all kinds of food processing plants.
For light film removal, as little as 1-2 ounces of DE LIME to 3 gallons of water is satisfactory.
Heavier scales such as milkstone or beerstone require up to 1 or more ounces per gallon. For deliming dishmachines, add 1 quart of DE LIME per 10 gallons of tank capacity. Soak or circulate hot
solution until scale is completely dissolved. Heavily scaled equipment may require repeated
treatment for complete de-liming. Drain and rinse equipment thoroughly before reuse. For
especially heavy scale deposits, apply full strength either by brushing or pouring directly on the
surface to be cleaned.

HANDLING
DANGER: CONTAINS PHOSPHORIC ACID. ACIDIC SOLUTION. CAUSES BURNS. Do not get
in eyes, on skin, or on clothing. Keep container closed. Wear goggles or face shield, rubber gloves,
and protective clothing when handling. Wash thoroughly after handling.

(over)

FIRST AID:
EYES -

In case of contact, flush with plenty of water for at least 15 minutes.
Call a physician.

SKIN -

In case of contact, flush with plenty of water for at least 15 minutes.
If irritation develops, call a physician.

INTERNAL - If swallowed, DO NOT induce vomiting. Give large quantities of water.
Give at least one ounce of milk of magnesia or aluminum hydroxide gel in an equal
amount of water. If these are not available, the whites of two or three eggs may be
used. Never give anything by mouth to an unconscious person. Call a physician.

PACKAGING
DE LIME is packaged in 4x1 gallon cases.

